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3 Claims. 

This invention relates to tools for opening 
automobile doors; and it comprises a rod having 
alength suf?cient to reach from the floor boards 
of an automobile to an interior door handle and 
being provided with a means for pushing and 
pulling such a handle, said means comprising a 
loop having at least one hook-shaped portion for 
pulling said handle and a reversely bent section 
for pushing said handle, the rod also usually 
having at least one curved section adjacent the 
pushing and pulling sections of the rod; all as 
more fully hereinafter set forth and as claimed. 
The automobile service station is frequently 

called upon to open the locked doors of closed 
cars, the keys of which have been lost or are not 
available. It also frequently happens that door 
locks become frozen and door handles become 
broken either by accident or by persons attempt 
ing to break into such cars. In all such cases 
the service man is called upon to open a locked 
door without the use of the key belonging there 
to. The present invention supplies a tool by 
means of which a locked car door can be readily 
opened without the use of a key and without 
damaging the car in any way. 
At present most service stations carry a large 

assortment of‘ keys for use in the emergency 
opening of locked car doors. If no key is found 
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which will open the locked door, it has hereto-e - 
30 fore been customary for the service man to re 

move the pins from the door hinges and then to 
pull the door open from the side to- which the 
hinges are attached, the door as a whole being 
removed from the car. Some service men make 
a practice of breaking the glass in the door 
in order to reach an inside door handle. Need 
less to say these prior methods are highly objec 
tionable as well as time consuming. 

Practically all of the modern closed cars are 
provided with locks which are operated by the 
inside door handles, by raising or lowering them 
beyond their normal operating positions. Other 
cars are locked by the setting of a separate lever 
or button. In all of these cases the doors are 
unlocked either by the pushing or by the pulling 
of a lever or of the inside door handle. I have 
found that car doors, provided with locks of this 
type, can be readily opened without damaging 
the car in any way and almost as easily and ef 
fectively as if the key belonging thereto were 
available. This is accomplished by means of an 
extremely simple but effective tool which will 
now be described. 
In the accompanying drawing I have shown 

alternative embodiments of my tool which fall 
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within the purview of my invention. 
showing 

Fig. 1 shows one embodiment of my tool in ele 
vation, 

In this 

Fig. 2 represents a side view of the embodi- 5' 
ment shown in Fig. 1, 

Fig. 3 represents a view on an enlarged scale 
of an alternative operating end which may be 
employed in connection with my tool, while 

Fig. 4 shows an alternative form of handle for 
my tool. 
In the ?gures like parts are designated by 

like reference numerals. All forms of my tool 
are provided with a long shank I of suf?cient 
length to reach from the ?oor boards of an auto- 15 
mobile to an inner door handle or looking lever. 
This shank is usually provided with a curved or 
bent section shown at 2 in Fig. 2 a short distance 
from the pushing and pulling means. The tool 
may be made double-ended or single-ended. In 20 
any case at least one operating end is provided 
with a loop having at least one hook-shaped 
portion serving as means for pulling a door 
handle or unlocking lever, and with a reversely 
bent section 6, serving as a means for pushing 
such a handle or lever. When my tool is provided 
with only one operating end the other end is 
usually provided with some kind of a hand grip. 
This may take thev form of a simple bent section, 
as shown at 5 in Figs. 1 and 2 or a more elaborate 
knurled hand grip may be provided as shown 
at E5 in Fig. 4. 
The operation of my tool is .extremely simple. 

It is only necessary to lift up the hood of the 
automobile, to- thrust the operating end of the 
tool through one of the openings in the ?oor 
boards, such as the opening for the clutch or brake 
pedals, or the opening around the steering shaft. 
If there is a ?oor mat over these openings this 
can be readily pushed out of the way by the tool 
to permit entrance thereof. The operating end 
of the tool is then engaged with the door handle 
or looking lever and this is pushed, pulled or 
raised, as the case may be, thereby unlocking the 
door. The operator can look through the wind 
shield while manipulating the tool; hence. there is 
no di?iculty involved in. contacting the operating 
end with the door handle or lever. If necessary 
the end or“ the tool can be bent to reach around 
any obstruction. In general the bend usually pro- " 
vided near the operating end is suiiicient to reach 
around window sills or to reach handles or levers 
which are recessed. 
For the present clay motor cars the shank of my 

tool should range in length from‘ about 32 inches 
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up to 41/2 feet. The bend is advantageously lo 
cated from about 3 inches to 12 inches back of 
the operating end of the tool. The operating end 
should, of course, be made su?iciently small to 
readily pass through the usual openings provided 
in the ?oor boards. I usually provide a heart 
shaped loop or a section of such a loop having 
a diameter of about 2 inches at the operating 
end. This dimension may range from about 1 to 
3 inches as a rule. The shank should be stiff 
although capable of being bent. It may be made 
of brass, hard copper, soft iron or steel or other 
metal of similar nature. A rod or tube having a 
diameter of from about 1A; to 1A; inch is satisfac 
tory. The whole tool can be made from such a 
rod or separate and usually interchangeable oper 
ating ends may be provided. These interchange 
able ends may be made of different sizes and 
shapes to suit the. requirements of certain special 
cars. 7 

Various changes may be made in my tool with 
out departing from the scope of the present in 
vention. The operating end or ends may be made 
of any convenient size or shape so long as they 

2,027,009 
are provided with sections suitable for pulling 
or pushing door handles and operating levers. 
Various types of handles may be provided. 

Other modi?cations which come within the scope 
of the following claims will be immediately evi 
dent to those skilled in the art. 
What I claim is: 
1. A tool for opening automobile doors com 

prising a stiff but bendable rod having a length 
su?icient to reach from the ?oor boards of an 
automobile to‘ an inner door handle and being 
provided with means for pushing and pulling 
an inner door handle, said means comprising a 
loop having at least one hook shaped portion for 
pulling said handle and a reversely bent section 
adapted for pushing said handle. 
_ 2. The tool'of claim 1 wherein said pushing 
and pulling means comprises two hook-shaped 
portions for pulling said handle with an interme 
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diate reversely bent section for pushing said han- 20 
dle. 

3. The tool of claim 1 wherein the shank is 
provided with a bent section a short distance 
from the pushing‘ and pulling means. 
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